we would like to propose something a little

WEDDINGS AT TYNE & WEAR ARCHIVES & MUSEUMS

Mrs Rachel Lambert

When my daughter decided to have her wedding reception at the Great North Museum, I was a little
concerned. It wasn’t a typical wedding venue, but I could not have been more wrong.
The event co-ordinators were exceptional, the staff allowed us to set up the room exactly how my
daughter and the chair company had planned it to be. The media equipment available within the
exhibition suite was an added bonus, as this allowed for pictures of the bride and groom to be
displayed throughout the wedding breakfast and gave an extra twist to the best man's speech.
The venue was fantastic, the opportunity to visit the museum, whilst the room was redressed for the
evening, was very interesting and provided a great opportunity for photographs.
Throughout the day we were exceptionally well looked after by all of the staff and the events coordinator
solved the few queries that arose on the day.
Mr and Mrs Clark (Parents of the Bride)

“

On behalf of myself and my husband I would like to say the Great North Museum and their team did a
truly fantastic job and we would recommend the venue to anybody. Our guests were truly surprised by
the unique venue and enjoyed their time at our wedding. The venue was truly wonderful and the
wedding was everything than we could have dreamed of . The staff were brilliant and
attentive and we are truly grateful to them for allowing us to have such a wonderful day.
Mr and Mrs Neil & Vicki Woof
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“

“
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“

It was the most perfect day of our whole lives. The venue was stunning, the staff were so helpful and the
whole day was seamless, elegant and everything we could have ever hoped it could be!

We would like to
WEDDINGS AT TYNE & WEAR ARCHIVES & MUSEUMS

ou are unique – and we believe your wedding should be just as special and
original as you are.
Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums has a range of fabulous venues guaranteed to impress your guests and, best
of all, teams of highly trained staff who delight in helping couples create the day of their dreams.
Whether you want to tie the knot amid the classical elegance of the Laing Art Gallery or turn the Great North
Museum: Hancock, with its fabulous wildlife displays, into a woodland glade – we can help you do it.
Our award-winning caterers are equally flexible and work with you to create the perfect menu, ensuring every
aspect of your day is exactly how you want it.
Inside you’ll find a guide to some of the North East’s best loved museums and galleries. They’ve amazed, inspired
and thrilled generations of people – let them do the same for you on your wedding day.
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T-Rex original in the Museum of the Rockies.

I do,

me too.

MARRiED

Contact our events wedding coordinators:
T: 0844 856 1074
Email: events@twmuseums.co.uk
Discovery Museum:

Blandford Square, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 4JA
www.discoverymuseum.org.uk

Great North Museum:

Barras Bridge, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 4PT
www.greatnorthmuseum.org.uk

Laing Art Gallery:

New Bridge Street, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 8AG
www.laingartgallery.org.uk

